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ELPS 465 Workshop:  The Superintendency  
Instructor: Kaine Osburn, PhD. 
Summer II, June 29 - August 7, 2020 
Online - Class Sessions will be Asynchronous, except for synchronous sessions on 6.29 and 8.3 
Attendance at the synchronous classes is encouraged but not required. 
 

Weekly Virtual Office Hours:  Each student on June 29 should be ready to schedule two one-on-one 
ZOOM meetings with me the week of July 13 and the week of July 27. 
 

Course Description 
The role of the school superintendent in the Twenty-First Century continues to evolve in response to the 
changing expectations of the communities in which superintendents ply their craft. Superintendents 
must be able to communicate skillfully both orally and in writing with school boards, teachers, parents, 
the media, and the public. In addition, they are expected to model collaborative decision-making skills 
as they negotiate the political landscape, working with diverse groups of constituents. Through readings, 
discussions, practitioner interviews, observations in the field, and artifact examination, this course 
provides students with the skills, understandings, and dispositions of a school superintendent’s 
leadership role in working with boards of education, citizens of the community, and other relevant 
stakeholders. Attention is also given to the role of the superintendent in goal setting, developing and 
implementing long-range plans in response to current issues within the school community, as well as the 
broader spectrum of state and national educational issues.  
 

Alignment of Course Goals with the School of Education’s Conceptual Framework  
This course is designed for candidates whose goal is to become a district- level leader. Our mission is 
social justice, but our responsibility is social action through education. This statement represents the 
heart of the SOE’s Conceptual Framework. The framework represents the foundation upon which this 
course has been developed. In support of this fundamental tenet of leadership development, this course 
will utilize the professional framework as a lens through which to examine our readings, presentations, 
and discussions. Specifically, we will develop the understanding and practice of supervision as it honors 
individual and social justice for all in the improvement of student outcomes for every student.  In 
particular, the following School of Education conceptual framework standards will be directly assessed 
using LIVE-TEXT:  
CFS1: Candidates critically evaluate current bodies of knowledge in their field.   
CFS3: Candidates demonstrate knowledge of ethics and social justice (esp. equity). 
 

Course Objectives  
● Understand, respond to, and influence the larger political, social, economic, legal, and cultural 

context of the school community. (ISBE Standard 5)  
● Describe the processes by which federal, state, district, and school-site policies are formulated, 

enacted, implemented, and evaluated, and develop strategies for influencing policy development. 
(ISBE Standard 5)  

● Develop appropriate procedures and relationships for working with local  boards.(ISBE 6M)  
● Facilitate the development, articulation, implementation, and stewardship of a vision of learning 

that is shared and supported by the school community. (ISBE Standards 1 and 4)  
● Facilitate and engage in activities that utilize data gathering techniques and analysis to inform 

programmatic decisions. (ISBE Standard 3)  
● Facilitate the development of an effective school-community relations program, which is grounded 

in effective communication and that instills community support while responding to diverse 
community needs. (ISBE Standard 4)  

● Recognize the role of technology in student learning and adult professional growth.(ISBE 2F, 2Q)  
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● Facilitate the development and implementation of long-range plans for the application of 
technology and telecommunications to enrich student learning and adult professional growth. (ISBE 
3G, 3 V, 3W)         

 
Illinois State Board of Education (ISBE 2016)  
Standard 1: Vision  
Standard 2: Curriculum, Instruction and Assessment  
Standard 3: Management  
Standard 4: Relationships  
Standard 5: Ethical Leadership  
Standard 6: Advocacy and Influence  
 
Educational Leadership Constituent Council – District Level (ELCC Standards 2011)  
ELCC 1.1: Candidates understand and can collaboratively develop, articulate, implement, and 
steward a shared district vision of learning for a school district. 
ELCC 1.2: Candidates understand and can collect and use data to identify district goals, assess 
organizational effectiveness, and implement district plans to achieve district goals.   
 
ELCC Standard 2.0: A district-level education leader applies knowledge that promotes the success of 
every student by sustaining a district culture conducive to collaboration, trust, and a personalized 
learning environment with high expectations for students; creating and evaluating a comprehensive, 
rigorous, and coherent curricular and instructional district program; developing and supervising the 
instructional and leadership capacity across the district; and promoting the most effective and 
appropriate technologies to support teaching and learning within the district.  
ELCC 2.1: Candidates understand and can advocate, nurture, and sustain a district culture and 
instructional program conducive to student learning through collaboration, trust, and a personalized 
learning environment with high expectations for students. 
ELCC 2.2: Candidates understand and can create and evaluate a comprehensive, rigorous, and coherent 
curricular and instructional district program. 
ELCC 2.3: Candidates understand and can develop and supervise the instructional and leadership 
capacity across the district. 
ELCC 2.4: Candidates understand and can promote the most effective and appropriate district 
technologies to support teaching and learning within the district.  
     
ELCC 3.1: Candidates understand and can monitor and evaluate district management and operational 
systems.  
ELCC 3.3: Candidates understand and can promote district-level policies and procedures that protect the 
welfare and safety of students and staff across the district.  
ELCC 3.4: Candidates understand and can develop district capacity for distributed leadership.  
 
ELCC 4.1: Candidates understand and can collaborate with faculty and community members by collecting 
and analyzing information pertinent to the improvement of the district’s educational environment.  
ELCC 4.2: Candidates understand and can mobilize community resources by promoting understanding, 
appreciation, and use of the community’s diverse cultural, social, and intellectual resources throughout 
the district.  
ELCC 4.4: Candidates understand and can respond to community interests and needs by building and 
sustaining productive district relationships with community partners.  
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ELCC 5.2: Candidates understand and can model principles of self-awareness, reflective practice, 
transparency, and ethical behavior as related to their roles within the district.  
ELCC 5.3: Candidates understand and can safeguard the values of democracy, equity, and diversity within 
the district.  
ELCC 5.4: Candidates understand and can evaluate the potential moral and legal consequences of 
decision making in the district.  
ELCC 5.5: Candidates understand and can promote social justice within the district to ensure individual 
student needs inform all aspects of schooling.  
ELCC 6.1: Candidates understand and can advocate for district students, families, and caregivers.  
ELCC 6.3: Candidates understand and can anticipate and assess emerging trends and initiatives in order 
to adapt district-level leadership strategies.  
 

Required Readings  
Heifetz, R., Grashow, A., Linsky, M. (2009). The Practice of ADAPTIVE LEADERSHIP. Boston, Ma: Harvard 
Business Press.  (Select Chapters will be used during the course, but the entire book is recommended.) 
 

Articles, presentations, and superintendent interviews, and handouts provided by the professor.  
 

Web sites of professional organizations: www.aasa.org;  www.iasb.com; www.nsba.org; 
www.iasbo.org; www.ascd.org; www.nassp.org; www.naesp.org;  
 

Course Requirements 
Class Participation: Dispositions, Discussion Boards & Peer Conversations  20 points  
Attendance, class preparation, and participation in FORUMS are imperative. Communication and 
interaction among class members provide invaluable knowledge and understanding of a complex topic 
as we learn from each other. In order to fully contribute to class discussions, and reflections, students 
are expected to complete the assigned readings for each online class session, for participation in 
discussion boards, and for participation in recorded peer conversations. In many cases, I will not require 
a written response to a reading or observation but will ask you and a classmate to record an online 
conversation about an assigned activity or reading and that will constitute your participation.  
 

Strategic Plan Comparison & Analysis        20 points   
You will be assigned to write a paper no longer than six pages that compares and contrasts at least two 
district strategic plans as presented by those districts, including an analysis rooted in the Practices in 
Adaptive Leadership text, then concludes which plan is more likely to have effective outcomes for the 
students served by those communities. (See rubric below.) 
 

Superintendent Presentation and Recommendation      30 points   
Researching a topic, weighing all sides of the issue, presenting multiple options and eventually selecting 
an option to recommend is a critical skill for every superintendent. These kinds of 
reports/recommendations come from many areas. Here are possible categories, and specific examples 
for each: Buildings and Grounds (building an addition, outsourcing maintenance services), Personnel 
(adding a new admin or teaching position, presenting a principal search process), Curriculum/Instruction 
(new content or instructional approach or assessment approach. Select a topic of great interest to you 
that focuses on EQUITY  from any of the categories above or more (you do not need to use the specific 
examples listed). Delivered as PowerPoint and Screencast.  (See rubric below.)   
 
Board Agenda & Packet Comparison       15 points  
One of the most important responsibilities a superintendent is to prepare the agenda and packet for the 
monthly board meeting. These vary widely from district to district, and a new superintendent must 
develop a template and packet that will lead to the most successful meetings possible. In this 
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assignment, you will compare and contrast agendas and meeting packets from board meetings held in 
two different districts. (See  rubric below) 
Board Meeting Comparison Paper         15 points  
Students will watch two different school board’s regularly scheduled ONLINE meetings and observe the 
structure, focus, and organization of each meeting and the relations between Board members and the 
Superintendent and Board members. Obtain as many public documents pertaining to each meeting as 
are available to the general public. After attending both meetings, write a brief paper summarizing, 
comparing, contrasting, and analyzing the two meetings. (See rubric below.) 
 

Class Engagement: FORUMS, Peer Conversations, Mock Interview, Dispositions 
 
The class participation portion of this largely asynchronous course will look different than it would for a 
wholly synchronous online or in-person class.  Your engagement will be assessed by your participation 
in FORUMS (3), recordings of peer-to-peer conversations about the readings (2), and one mock 
superintendency interview with a peer.  Below are the expectations for each: 
 

FORUM Responses 
● Each forum has two primary questions. 

○ Your answer for each should be at least one substantial paragraph that has a main idea 
and evidence to support that idea. 

○ You should also then write at least one response to one classmate’s answer to each 
question.  Your response should be an elaboration - whether agreeing or disagreeing - 
but should be more than a sentence or two.  Your response should also include 
additional evidence. 

 

Peer-to-Peer Discussion 
● For these, you are really recording a dialogue between you and a classmate related to the 

topic in question, usually a reading or a video.  The dialogue should be between 4 and 8 
minutes, so you and your partner should be prepared to some degree ahead of time.  The 
structure is looser for this, as it is intended to follow the kind of dialogue you might have 
in a class discussion.  Again, each participant should have texts or evidence ready to help 
illustrate any points they are raising. 

 

Mock Interview 
● During the last week of class we will discuss interviewing for the superintendency with an 

experienced guest to our class and you will interview one of your peers.  This will be a 
shortened mock interview and should not exceed 5 minutes.  The focus here should be 
on hard-hitting questions around equity, board-supt relations, community engagement, 
and a vision for learning. 

 

Dispositions  
● In addition to the incorporation of the conceptual framework, all courses in the SOE 

assess student dispositions.  Specifically, you will be assessed for your demonstrations of 
your disposition toward Professionalism, Inquiry, and Social Justice.  In particular your 
professionalism is assessed via your attendance and comportment in class sessions, 
particularly discussion, presentations, and you Superintendent Presentation.  Your 
disposition toward Inquiry is assessed in your comportment in class discussions, e.g. how 
open you are to exploring new opportunities for yourself to learn about a difficult subject, 
namely giving and receiving feedback.     Additionally, your disposition toward Inquiry is 
assessed in your work on your Research Analysis. Finally, your disposition toward Social 
Justice is assessed in terms of your comportment in class discussions, e.g. your orientation 
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toward solutions to injustice and your analysis of works not explicitly focused on Social 
Justice. 
 

 Rubrics for Specific Assignments 
 

Strategic Plan Comparison & Analysis 
Area for Assessment Points 
Organization : Clear beginning, middle, end and demarcated sections of paper 2 
Clarity : Do sections and paragraphs cohere? Is sentence level writing clear? Is the relationship 
between the author's assertions and evidence clear? 

2 

Balance : Is each plan and the relationship between them given enough space for understanding to be 
established for the reader? 

2 
 

Analysis 1 : Does the author make clear in the context of Practice in Adaptive Leadership how each 
plan implicitly diagnoses challenges for the organization 

6 

Analysis 2 : Does the author adequately critique the plans in order to make clear which the author 
thinks is potentially more effective at facilitating a vision of learning that will be shared by the 
community?  

6 

Citation, grammar, care : Does the author properly cite, using the most recent APA style, include a 
reference section, properly punctuate, format for clarity, and adhere to length guidelines? 

2 

 

Board Agenda & Packet Comparison 
Area of Assessment Points 
Accurate & detailed description of each board packet’s form, structure, length, clarity (how well can a 
community member understand it), topics, supporting materials 

6 

Brief analysis of each agenda/packet for its relation to equity based topics 2 
Assessment of which agenda/packet is aligned to successful outcomes for students, including the 
criteria for the assessment 

2 

Assessment of which agenda/packet better communicates to the community the work to be done at 
the given board meeting 

2 

Clarity of Writing (organization (by sections), paragraph and sentence level, etc.) 2 
Adherence to assignment length requirements (no more than 5 pages) 1 

 

Board Meeting Comparison Paper          
Area of Assessment A detailed description of each board meeting including:  Points 
 Organization and structure of meeting  2 
Role and behavior of superintendent  1 
Role and behavior of board president   1 
Role and behavior of board members, 1 
Role and behavior of other admin,  1 
Role and behavior of audience, 1 
Relations between board members 1 
Relations between board members and president 2 
Relations between board members and superintendent 1 
Relations between board president and superintendent 2 
Conclusion about the tenor of the meeting and effectiveness of meeting based on above, including 
criteria used to reach conclusion 

2 
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Superintendent Presentation - Slide Deck with ScreenCast 
Area for Assessment Points 
Clear Objectives for Presentation 2 
Background or History of Issue (including all relevant data & research) 5 
Current Status of Issue (including relevant data) and Identification of Need for Change 5 
Recommended Option and Rationale 5 
Explanation of Options Not Recommended and Rationale 3 
Next Steps 2 
Financial, 0perational, and Cultural Implications 2 
Expected Outcomes (how will you know whether or not you succeeded; include data) 2 
Adhere to length requirement (time) - no more than 20 minutes 2 
Clarity (of content and presentation) 2 
 
Class Calendar and Assignment Schedule 
 

A note about “due dates.”  I have no hard due dates for this largely asynchronous class.  Rather, I have 
recommended “by” dates for when you should have reading or viewing done and for when you should 
have submitted assignments.  In fact, all assignments are due by August 7.  Of course, I do not 
recommend you wait to submit all of your assignments by August 7.  You are adults and the guide dates 
below are meant to help do that - guide you to a sane management of your work during the next 5 weeks 
of class. 
 

Class Session 
(week) 
Date & Modality 

Topics 
Content/ Activity 

Readings/Resources Assessments 
Suggested Due Date  

6.29 at 5:30 pm 
SYNCHRONOUS 

Catch up 
Syllabus 
Assignments 
Heifetz discussion 
● If EQUITY is the 

focus of your 
organization, how 
can Heiftetz et al 
help you 
understand how 
to achieve this? 

● How might 
Heiftetz et al 
represent a 
barrier to 
achieving EQUITY? 

For first class:  Read 
Heifetz et al pp. 1-46 
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6.29 to 7.5 
ASYNCHRONOUS 

by July 3 
Visit following sites: 

● Illinois Association of School 
Administrators (Govt Relations) 

● American Association of School 
Administrators (Policy & Advocacy) 

● Watch video of Brian Harris on policy 
advocacy 

● Review your district’s Board Policy 
webpage and know overall Board 
Policy organization 

 
by July 5 

● Watch videos of Trish Kocanda & 
Jean Sophie on Board/Supt Relations 

by July 5 
Respond on FORUM to two thread 
questions: 

● Where do you find evidence 
that equity has played a role 
in state, national, or board 
policy or policy advocacy?  

● To what degree does what 
you find align to your own 
values? 

 

7.6 - 7.12 
ASYNCHRONOUS 

by July 8 
● Read pp. 1-51 in Townsend et al (SAKAI) 
 
by July 9 

● Read 2 different district’s Board Meeting 
packets 

 
by July 11 
● Watch 2 different Board meetings  
(with substantial agendas) 

by July 12 
Respond on FORUM to two thread 
questions: 

● What behaviors and 
practices make for 
successful Board/Supt 
relations? 

● What makes for successful 
Board meetings? 

 
7.13 - 7.19 
ASYNCHRONOUS 

by July 15 
Read Heifetz pp. 47-87 
● What diagnoses might you make of your 

current organization that leads you to 
equity based remedies? 

 
by July 19 
● Video Office Hour with Osburn 
(any time during a weekday or weekend) 

by July 17 
● Record and upload a video 

conversation between you 
and one classmate where 
you discuss your takes on 
Heifetz (5 minutes) 

 
by July 19 
Submit Board Agenda & Packet 
comparison paper due 

7.20 - 7.26 
ASYNCHRONOUS 

by July 20 (video explanation) 
● Read 2 districts’ respective strategic 

plans - focus on equity and ‘diagnosis’ 
 
by July 21 
● Watch videos with Ken Wallace (long) & 

Paul Sally on Facilitating a Vision & 
Strategic Planning 

by July 23 
● Record and upload 

conversation with 
classmate about strategic 
plans (organization, 
diagnosis, clarity, equity) 

 
by July 26 
Board mtg comparison paper due 

7.27 - 8.2 
ASYNCHRONOUS 
 

by July 28 
● Read 259-305 in McCabe et al (SAKAI) 
 
by July 29 

by July 31 
Respond on FORUM to two thread 
questions: 
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● Watch video of Mike Lubelfeld on 
engaging with community 

● What role does equity play 
in considering engagement 
with your community? 

● What are the 3 most 
important factors you think 
you must consider when 
planning on engaging with 
your community? 

by Aug 2 
Strategic Plan Analysis paper due 

8.3 
SYNCHRONOUS 
5:30 p.m 
 
 

Review 
● Discuss 

superintendent 
conversations 

● Review due 
assignments 

● Talk about 
superintendent 
interviewing 
process (guest 
speaker) 

by August 3 class 
● Read article on 

interviewing for 
superintendency 
(SAKAI) 

 

8.3 - 8.7  
 

 by August 5 
● Record and upload mock 

interview with classmate 
applying for superintendent 
position 

 
by August 7 
Superintendent Presentation due - 
uploaded on SAKAI 

 

Syllabus Addendum Link - www.luc.edu/education/syllabus-addendum/  
This link directs you to statements on essential policies regarding academic honesty, accessibility, ethics 
line reporting and electronic communication policies and guidelines. Please read each policy carefully.  
 

Recordings of Students During Online Classes & Privacy Statement -  While I do not plan on recording 
either of our synchronous sessions, I do ask that you record your own conversations with classmates and 
load those into SAKAI - preferably as an mp4 file.  These will reside in SAKAI and will not be accessible to 
anyone outside the class.  Likewise, I ask that you do not download from SAKAI any of your classmates’ 
conversations or any of my conversations with superintendents.  That would violate the guidelines issued 
by Loyola and general ethical practice that respects the privacy of others and recognizes the specific 
contexts and purposes for those recorded conversations.  Below is the official Privacy Statement from 
Loyola. 
 

Assuring privacy among faculty and students engaged in online and face-to-face instructional 
activities helps promote open and robust conversations and mitigates concerns that comments 
made within the context of the class will be shared beyond the classroom. As such, recordings of 
instructional activities occurring in online or face-to-face classes may be used solely for internal 
class purposes by the faculty member and students registered for the course, and only during the 
period in which the course is offered. Students will be informed of such recordings by a statement 
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in the syllabus for the course in which they will be recorded. Instructors who wish to make 
subsequent use of recordings that include student activity may do so only with informed written 
consent of the students involved or if all student activity is removed from the recording. Recordings 
including student activity that have been initiated by the instructor may be retained by the 
instructor only for individual use. 

 

 
 
LiveText 
All students, except those who are non-degree, must have access to LiveText to complete the benchmark 
assessments aligned to the Conceptual Framework Standards and all other accreditation, school-wide 
and/or program-wide related assessments. You can access more information on LiveText here: LiveText 
 
Smart Evaluation 
Towards the end of the course, students will receive an email from the Office of Institutional 
Effectiveness reminding them to provide feedback on the course. They will receive consistent reminders 
throughout the period when the evaluation is open, and the reminders will stop once they have 
completed the evaluation. 
· The evaluation is completely anonymous. When the results are released, instructors and departments 
will not be able to tell which student provided the individual feedback. 
· Because it is anonymous and the results are not released to faculty or departments until after grades 
have been submitted, the feedback will not impact a student’s grade. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


